


English is more than a foreign language – it’s our children’s future! 

By now, it is common wisdom that English proficiency is no longer a luxury; 
it’s an all important competitive advantage in life.  

Therefore, we would like to introduce Time To Know English -  
the best English language acquisition program available today!

Years of extensive cross-disciplinary research, accumulated experience 
and pedagogical practice, have been incorporated into our groundbreaking 
English Teaching Platform.

Firmly grounded in both theory and practice, the program is gaining 
serious momentum.   It is already being used with success in classrooms in 
the USA, the Middle East, Europe and Asia.  

The program’s proven success has earned strong solid support by studies 
and research. For further information on striking results, please visit our 
website www.timetoknow.com

English 
As an Asset For Life



In our New York and Tel Aviv head offices, hundreds of experts work 
together to help students all over the world learn English in new  
and meaningful ways

Time to know is an international education provider

•	NO MORE “parrot repetition” techniques 
•	NO MORE “drill and kill” notorious grammar lessons
•	NO MORE old fashioned frontal teaching 

A rich multi-sensory technological environment redefines language 
education and makes Time To Know English the most effective English 
Teaching Platform available today.

Our innovative pedagogic approach is  
designed for the children of the 21st century

Designed to serve as a base for extended English studies; our program 
will pave the path for young students towards far-reaching professional 
and personal achievements in adulthood.   

We offer you the opportunity to provide children 
with a solid foundation in English 



•	 An interactive academic environment 
 
Blended learning richer than any other program available 
 
Program designed to encompass all learning styles  
 
A curriculum covering all linguistic skills: reading, writing, 
listening, and conversation 
 
An innovative pedagogic approach, harmonious with the 
nature of today’s students  
 
A teacher centered English learning experience  
 
 

Time To Know English  is the only english teaching platform 
in the world that combines all of the following



•	 One to One Learning:  Integrated learning according to 
competence for every student 
 
One to Many learning:  group activities foster  
natural communication 
 
Teacher empowerment: high-end standardization of 
teachers’ competences 
 
Student empowerment:  Progress Navigator based on 
personal achievement patterns 
 
An individualized interactive Vocabulary Booster  
for every student 
 
On-going Progress Control, keeps teachers  
closely informed 
 
Time To Know English is the only program that integrates 
both English language skills AND 21st century skills  
in one curriculum   

Time To Know English  is the only english teaching platform 
in the world that combines all of the following



Time to Know English is the best and most comprehensive  
English acquisition program available for elementary school students 
today. 

Learning English for non native speakers has never been  
so enjoyable and effective!

Time To Know  

English

For further information call us today +972-73-2775100
Visit our website –   www.TimeToKnow.com    


